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SPECTRAL DECOMPOSITION OF NORMAL ABSOLUTELY
MINIMUM ATTAINING OPERATORS
NEERU BALA AND G. RAMESH
Abstract. Let T : H1 Ñ H2 be a bounded linear operator defined be-
tween complex Hilbert spaces H1 and H2. We say T to be minimum at-
taining if there exists a unit vector x P H1 such that }Tx} “ mpT q, where
mpT q :“ inf t}Tx} : x P H1, }x} “ 1u is the minimum modulus of T . We say
T to be absolutely minimum attaining (AM-operators in short), if for any
closed subspace M of H1 the restriction operator T |M : M Ñ H2 is minimum
attaining. In this paper, we give a new characterization of positive absolutely
minimum attaining operators (AM-operators, in short), in terms of its essen-
tial spectrum. Using this we obtain a sufficient condition under which the
adjoint of an AM-operator is AM. We show that a paranormal absolutely
minimum attaining operator is hyponormal. Finally, we establish a spectral
decomposition of normal absolutely minimum attaining operators. In proving
all these results we prove several spectral results for paranormal operators. We
illustrate our main result with an example.
1. Introduction
The class of minimum attaining operators on Hilbert spaces is first introduced
by Carvajal and Neves [6]. An important property of this class of operators is that
it is dense in BpH1, H2q, the space of all bounded linear operators between H1 and
H2 with respect to the operator norm [18]. For densely defined closed operators in
Hilbert spaces, this class of operators is studied in [26].
An important subclass of the minimum attaining operators is the class of abso-
lutely minimum attaining operators, which was introduced by Carvajal and Neves
in [6]. We say T is an absolutely minimum attaining operator or AM-operator,
if for every closed subspace M of H the restriction T
ˇˇ
M
: M Ñ H2 is minimum
attaining.
The minimum attaining operators and the absolutely minimum attaining oper-
ators are defined analogous to those of norm attaining and the absolutely norm
attaining operators, respectively. Recall that T P BpH1, H2q is norm attaining op-
erator if there exists a x P H1 with }x} “ 1 such that }Tx} “ }T } and absolutely
norm attaining or AN -operator, if for every closed subspace N of H1 the operator
T
ˇˇ
N
: N Ñ H2 is norm attaining.
There is a close connection between the minimum attaining operators and norm
attaining operators. Similarly, absolutely minimum attaining operators and the
absolutely norm attaining operators are related with each other.
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A partial characterization of positive, absolutely norm attaining operators was
given in [6], which was further improved in [20, 22]. Another characterization of
positive, absolutely norm attaining operators is discussed in [23].
In the present article we give a characterization for positive absolutely minimum
attaining operators. Similar to absolutely norm attaining operators, adjoint of an
absolutely minimum attaining operator need not be absolutely minimum attaining.
Here we will give a condition similar to the one given in [23], for the adjoint of an
absolutely minimum attaining operator to be absolutely minimum attaining.
Next we will study the class of paranormal, AM-operators. In particular, we
will show that the class tT P AMpHq : T is paranormal with NpT q “ NpT ˚qu is
same as the class of hyponormalAM-operators. We prove a spectral decomposition
theorem for normal AM-operators. Our results can be compared to those of para-
normal AN -operators given in [23]. Specifically, we will show that if T is normal
AM-operator then there exists pairs pHβ , Uβq, where Hβ is a reducing subspace
for T , Uβ P BpHβq is a unitary such that,
(1) H “ ‘
βPσp|T |q
Hβ ,
(2) T “ ‘
βPσp|T |q
βUβ .
There are four sections in this article. In the second section we will provide the
basic definitions and results which we will be using through out the article.
In the third section we will give a characterization for positive AM-operators
and a sufficient condition for the adjoint of an AM-operator to be AM. Fourth
section consists of spectral decomposition of normal AM-operators.
2. Preliminaries
Throughout this article we consider complex Hilbert spaces which are denoted
by H,H1, H2 etc. Mostly we assume that these spaces are infinite dimensional.
We denote the space of all bounded linear operators from H1 to H2 by BpH1, H2q
and in case if H1 “ H2 “ H , we denote this by BpHq. By an operator we mean
a linear operator all the time. If T P BpH1, H2q, the adjoint of T is denoted by
T ˚ P BpH2, H1q. An operator T P BpHq is called normal if TT ˚ “ T ˚T , unitary
if TT ˚ “ I “ T ˚T , self-adjoint if T “ T ˚ and positive if T is self-adjoint and
xTx, xy ě 0 for all x P H . If S and T are two self adjoint operators in BpHq then
S ď T if and only if xSx, xy ď xTx, xy for all x P H . Let A Ď BpHq, then we
denote the set of all self-adjoint elements (operators) of A by Asa and the set of all
positive elements (operators) of A by A`. The set of all positive bounded linear
operators on H is denoted by BpHq`.
Let H1, H2 be two Hilbert spaces. Then H1‘H2 “ tph1, h2q : h1 P H1, h2 P H2u
is a Hilbert space with the inner product x., .y, given by
xph1, h2q, pk1, k2qy “ xh1, k1yH1 ` xh2, k2yH2
for h1, k1 P H1 and h2, k2 P H2.
Let Ti P BpHiq, i “ 1, 2. Define T1 ‘ T2 : H1 ‘H2 Ñ H1 ‘H2 by
pT1 ‘ T2qpx1, x2q “ pT1x1, T2x2q, for all xi P Hi, i “ 1, 2.
This can be represented by a 2ˆ 2 operator matrix by T1 ‘ T2 “
ˆ
T1 0
0 T2
˙
.
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For T P BpH1, H2q, NpT q and RpT q denote the null space and range space of
T , respectively. If M is a closed subspace of a Hilbert space H , then MK is the
orthogonal complement of M , T
ˇˇ
M
denote the restriction of the operator T to M
and the orthogonal projection onto M in H , is denoted by PM . The unit sphere of
M is SM “ tx PM : }x} “ 1u.
An operator T P BpH1, H2q is said to be finite-rank, if RpT q is finite dimensional.
The space of all finite-rank operators in BpH1, H2q is denoted by FpH1, H2q and
FpH,Hq “ FpHq. If T P BpH1, H2q, then T is said to be compact, if for every
bounded set A Ď H1, the set T pAq Ď H2 is pre-compact. The space of all compact
operators in BpH1, H2q, is denoted by KpH1, H2q.
If V P BpHq, then V is called an isometry if }V x} “ }x} for all x P H . We say
V to be a co-isometry if V ˚ is an isometry. Equivalently, V is an isometry if and
only if V ˚V “ I and co-isometry if and only if V V ˚ “ I.
For T P BpHq, the set σpT q “ tλ P C : T ´ λI is not invertible in BpHqu is
called the spectrum of T . Note that σpT q is a non-empty compact subset of C.
The spectrum of T P BpHq decomposes as the disjoint union of the point spectrum,
σppT q, the continuous spectrum, σcpT q and the residual spectrum σrpT q, where
σppT q “tλ P C : T ´ λI is not injectiveu,
σrpT q “tλ P C : T ´ λI is injective but RpT ´ λIq is not dense in Hu,
σcpT q “σpT qz pσppT q Y σrpT qq .
If T is normal, then σrpT q is empty. For a self-adjoint operator T P BpHq, the spec-
trum can be divided into disjoint union of the discrete spectrum and the essential
spectrum. We summarize these details here.
Theorem 2.1. [25, Theorem 7.10,7.11, Page 236] Let T “ T ˚ P BpHq, the spec-
trum σpT q of T decomposes as the disjoint union of the essential spectrum, σesspT q
and the discrete spectrum of T , σdpT q, where σdpT q, is the set of isolated finite
multiplicity eigenvalues of T . Furthermore, λ P σesspT q if and only if one of the
following holds:
(1) λ is an eigenvalue of infinite multiplicity.
(2) λ is a limit point of σppT q.
(3) λ P σcpT q.
More details about essential spectrum and discrete spectrum can be found in
[25, Page 235, 236]. Now we will quote two results from [27], namely [Theorem
5.2, Page 288] and [Theore 5.4, Page 289]. These results are proved for unbounded
operators in [27], but they are true for bounded operators as well. A bounded
version of these results is given below.
Theorem 2.2. Let Ti P BpHiq, i “ 1, 2 and T “ T1 ‘ T2. Then
(1) NpT q “ NpT1q ‘NpT2q.
(2) RpT q “ RpT1q ‘RpT2q.
(3) T´1 exists if and only if T´1
1
and T´1
2
exists.
(4) RpT q “ H1 ‘H2 if and only if RpT1q “ H1 and RpT2q “ H2.
Theorem 2.3. Let T be as defined in Theorem (2.2). Then
(1) σpT q “ σpT1q Y σpT2q.
(2) σppT q “ σppT1q Y σppT2q. If it is further assumed that σpT1q and σpT2q
have no point in common, it follows that
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(3) σcpT q “ σcpT1q Y σcpT2q.
(4) σrpT q “ σrpT1q Y σrpT2q.
Definition 2.4. [4] Let T P BpH1, H2q. Then
(1) The minimum modulus of T is mpT q :“ inft}Tx} : x P SH1u.
(2) The essential minimum modulus of T is mepT q :“ inft|λ| : λ P σesspT qu.
It is to be noted that mpT q ą 0 if and only if RpT q is closed and T is one-to-one.
In particular, if H1 “ H2 “ H and T is normal, then mpT q ą 0 if and only if T´1
exists and T´1 P BpHq.
Definition 2.5. [6, Definition 1.1] Let T P BpH1, H2q. Then
(1) T is norm attaining, if there exist x P SH1 such that }T } “ }Tx}, where
}T } “ supt}Tx} : x P H1, }x} “ 1u.
(2) T is absolutely norm attaining operator, if for every closed subspace M Ď
H1, T
ˇˇ
M
:M Ñ H2 is norm attaining operator.
We denote the classes of norm attaining and absolutely norm attaining operators
in BpH1, H2q by N pH1, H2q and AN pH1, H2q, respectively. In particular, N pH,Hq
and AN pH,Hq are denoted by N pHq and AN pHq, respectively.
Definition 2.6. [6] Let T P BpH1, H2q. Then
(1) T is minimum attaining, if there exist x P SH1 such that mpT q “ }Tx}.
(2) T is absolutely minimum attaining operator, if for every closed subspace
M Ď H1, T
ˇˇ
M
is minimum attaining operator.
We denote the classes of minimum attaining and absolutely minimum attaining
operators in BpH1, H2q by MpH1, H2q and AMpH1, H2q, respectively. In particu-
lar, MpH,Hq and AMpH,Hq are denoted by MpHq and AMpHq, respectively.
Theorem 2.7. [8, Theorem 5.9] Let H be a complex Hilbert space of arbitrary
dimension and let P be a positive operator on H. Then P is an AM-operator if
and only if P is of the form P “ βI ´ K ` F , where β ě 0,K P KpHq` with
}K} ď β and F P FpHq`, satisfying KF “ FK “ 0.
Let T P BpH1, H2q. For y P H2, we say that u P H1 is a least square solution
of the equation Tx “ y, if }Tu ´ y} ď }Tx ´ y} for all x P H1. Moreover, if u0
is a least square solution of Tx “ y and }u0} ď }u} for any least square solution
u of Tx “ y, then u0 is called the least square solution of minimal norm. Such a
solution is unique.
Definition 2.8. [10, Page 223] Suppose T P BpH1, H2q and let DpT :q “ RpT q ‘
RpT qK, whereDpT :q is domain of T :. The generalized inverse or theMoore-Penrose
inverse of T is the operator T : : DpT :q Ñ H1 which assigns to each b P DpT :q the
unique least square solution of minimal norm of the equation Tx “ b.
If T has closed range, then T : is the unique operator in BpH2, H1q satisfying
TT : “ PRpT q and T :T “ PRpT :q.
Here we list out some of the properties of the Moore-Penrose inverse, which we
need to prove our results. The following theorem is true for densely defined closed
operators in a Hilbert space, which is also true for bounded operators. We state it
for bounded operators.
Theorem 2.9. [3, Theorem 2, Page 341] Let T P BpH1, H2q. Then
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(1) RpT :q “ NpT qK.
(2) NpT :q “ RpT qK “ NpT ˚q
(3) T : is continuous if and only if RpT q is closed.
(4) pT :q: “ T .
(5) pT ˚q: “ pT :q˚.
(6) NppT ˚q:q “ NpT q.
(7) T :pT ˚q: is positive and pT ˚T q: “ T :pT ˚q:.
(8) pT ˚q:T : is positive and pTT ˚q: “ pT ˚q:T :.
3. AM-operators
In this section we give a new characterization of positive AM-operators in terms
of the essential spectrum. Using this we give a sufficient condition under which the
adjoint of an AM-operator is again an AM-operator.
First, we have the following observation.
Remark 3.1. Let T P AMpHq`. By Theorem (2.7), T “ βI ´ K ` F , where
β ě 0, K P KpHq`, F P FpHq`, KF “ 0 “ FK and }K} ď β. Then we have the
following:
(1) β “ 0 if and only if T is finite-rank.
(2) σesspT q “ tβu.
(3) β “ 0 if and only if NpT q is infinite dimensional.
Here we will give a relation between the essential spectrum of a self-adjoint
invertible operator and its inverse.
Lemma 3.2. Let T P BpHq be self-adjoint and T´1 P BpHq. Then λ P σesspT q if
and only if λ´1 P σesspT´1q.
Proof. It is enough to prove that λ P σesspT q implies λ´1 P σesspT´1q, as pT´1q´1 “
T .
We know that σpT´1q “ tλ´1 : λ P σpT qu and σppT´1q “ tλ´1 : λ P σppT qu. If
λ P σesspT q then either λ is an eigenvalue of T with infinite multiplicity or λ is a
limit point of σppT q or λ P σcpT q.
If λ is an eigenvalue of T with infinite multiplicity, then 1{λ is an eigenvalue of
T´1 of infinite multiplicity with same eigenvectors. Hence λ´1 P σesspT´1q.
If λ is a limit point of σppT q, then there exist a sequence pλnq Ď σppT q such that
λn converges to λ. Since 0 R σpT q, so λn, λ ‰ 0 for every n P N and hence 1{λn
converges to 1{λ. So 1{λ P σesspT´1q as 1{λn P σppT´1q.
If λ P σcpT q i.e. λ R σppT q, so 1{λ R σppT´1q and hence 1{λ P σcpT´1q, because
σrpT´1q is empty. Hence 1{λ P σesspT´1q. 
Remark 3.3. Let T P BpHq. If NpT q be a reducing subspace for T , then σpT0q Ď
σpT q Ď σpT0q Y t0u, where T0 “ T
ˇˇ
NpT qK
.
Proof. This is clear from (1) of Theorem (2.3). 
Lemma 3.4. Let T P BpHq be self adjoint and T0 “ T
ˇˇ
NpT qK
. Then
(1) σesspT0q Ď σesspT q Ď σesspT0q Y t0u.
(2) σdpT0q Ď σdpT q Ď σdpT0q Y t0u.
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Proof. Since NpT q is reducing, we have
T “
„
0 0
0 T0

.
(1) Note that as T is self-adjoint, NpT q reduces T . If λ P R, then
T ´ λI “
„´λINpT q 0
0 T0 ´ λINpT qK

.
Using Theorem (2.2), we have
(3.1) NpT ´ λIq “ N `´λINpT q˘‘N `T0 ´ λINpT qK˘ .
and RpT ´ λIq “ NpT q Y RpT0 ´ λINpT qKq. Thus we can conclude that
σppT0q Ď σppT q and σcpT0q Ď σcpT q.
Let λ P σesspT0q. By Theorem (2.1), one of the following hold
(a) λ P σcpT0q.
(b) λ is an eigenvalue of T0 of infinite multiplicity.
(c) λ is a limit point of σppT0q.
Using above argument, we get λ P σesspT q. Second containment follows
from Theorem (2.3), which says that σppT q “ σppT0q Y t0u and σcpT q “
σcpT0q Y t0u.
(2) From Equation (3.1), we get σdpT q Ď σdpT0q Y t0u. Other containment
follows from Remark (3.3) and Equation (3.1). 
Next we will prove that Lemma (3.2) can be generalized to T :.
Lemma 3.5. Let T P BpHq. Suppose T is a self-adjoint operator with closed range.
Let 0 ‰ λ P R. Then
(1) λ P σesspT q if and only if 1{λ P σesspT :q.
(2) 0 P σesspT q if and only if 0 P σesspT :q.
Proof. Let T0 “ T
ˇˇ
NpT qK
. It is enough to show one way implication in both the
cases, as pT :q: “ T .
(1) As λ ‰ 0, by Lemma (3.4), λ P σesspT q if and only if λ P σesspT0q. Using
Lemma (3.2), we get 1{λ P σesspT´10 q. Hence 1{λ P σesspT :q, by p2q of
Lemma (3.4).
(2) Let 0 P σesspT q. As T is self-adjoint and RpT q is closed so 0 R σcpT q and by
[16, Theorem 4.4], 0 is not a limit point of σppT q. So 0 is an eigenvalue of T
with infinite multiplicity. As T is self-adjoint, we have NpT q “ NpT :q. So
0 is an eigenvalue of T : with infinite multiplicity. Hence 0 P σesspT :q. 
Remark 3.6. Let T be as in Lemma (3.5). Define
λ: “
#
λ´1 if λ ‰ 0,
0 if λ “ 0.
(1) By Lemma (3.5), we can conclude that λ P σesspT q if and only if λ: P
σesspT :q.
(2) Since σpT q “ σdpT q Y σesspT q, we can also conclude that λ P σdpT q if and
only if λ: P σdpT :q.
Proposition 3.7. Let T P AMpH1q` and H2 be a finite dimensional Hilbert space.
If S P BpH2q`, then S ‘ T P AMpH2 ‘H1q`.
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Proof. Let T P AMpH1q`. By Theorem (2.7), T “ βIH1 ´K ` F , where β ě 0,
K P KpH1q` with }K} ď β and F P FpH1q` satisfying KF “ FK “ 0. Then
S ‘ T “
„
S 0
0 βIH1 ´K ` F

“ βI ´
„
0 0
0 K

`
„
S ´ βIH2 0
0 F

“ βI ´ K˜ ` F˜ ,
where
K˜ “
„
0 0
0 K

and F˜ “
„
S ´ βIH2 0
0 F

.
Again by using Theorem (2.7), we get S ‘ T P AMpH2 ‘H1q`. 
By similar arguments as above, we can prove the following Remark for AN -
operators.
Remark 3.8. Let T P AN pH1q` and H2 be a finite dimensional Hilbert space. If
S P BpH2q`, then S ‘ T P AN pH2 ‘H1q`.
Now we will generalize the result of [17, Theorem 5.1], to any bounded linear
operator, by dropping the injectivity condition.
Theorem 3.9. Let T P BpHq be a positive operator. Then T P AMpHq if and
only if RpT q is closed and T : P AN pHq.
Proof. Let T P AMpHq and T0 “ T
ˇˇ
NpT qK
. Then by [9, Proposition 3.3], RpT q
is closed and by Theorem (2.7), T “ βI ´ K ` F where β ě 0, K P KpHq`,
F P FpHq` satisfying KF “ 0 “ FK and }K} ď β. We consider the following two
cases which exhaust all possibilities.
Case (1): Let NpT q be infinite dimensional. We get β “ 0 and T is finite-rank
operator. By [15, Theorem 3.2], T : is finite-rank and hence T : P AN pHq.
Case (2): Let NpT q be finite dimensional. Since T is AM-operator, so T0 P
AMpNpT qKq. By [17, Theorem 5.1], T´1
0
P AN pNpT qKq. Using Proposition 3.7,
we get
T : “
„
0 0
0 T´1
0

P AN pHq.
Conversely, assume that RpT q is closed and T : P AN pHq. By [20, Theorem 5.1],
we get T : “ αI `K `F , where α ě 0, K P KpHq` and F P FpHq is a self-adjoint
operator.
Case (1): Let NpT q be infinite dimensional. Then 0 is an eigenvalue of T with
infinite multiplicity. So, α “ 0 and T : is compact. Since restriction of a compact
operator to a closed subspace is compact, T´1
0
is compact. We know that a compact
operator is invertible if its domain is finite dimensional, so RpT q is finite dimensional
and hence T is finite-rank operator. Thus T P AMpHq.
Case (2): LetNpT q be finite dimensional. Since T : P AN pHq, T´1
0
P AN pNpT qKq.
By [17, Theorem 5.1], T0 P AMpNpT qKq. Since NpT q is finite dimensional, by
Proposition 3.7, T P AMpHq. 
Lemma 3.10. Let T P BpHq be a positive operator. If σesspT q is singleton and
pmepT q, }T }s contains only finitely many eigenvalues of T , then RpT q is closed.
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Proof. To prove RpT q is closed, it is enough to show that 0 is not a limit point
of σpT q, by [16, Theorem 4.4]. On the contrary assume that 0 is a limit point of
σpT q. Since σesspT q is singleton, 0 must be a limit point of σdpT q. In fact 0 is a
limit point of a decreasing sequence in σppT q, this implies σesspT q “ t0u. Hence
the sequence which is converging to 0 is the zero sequence, which is a contradiction.
So 0 is not a limit point of σpT q and hence RpT q is closed. 
Here we will give a new characterization for positive AM-operators, which is
similar to [23, Theorem 2.4].
Theorem 3.11. Let T P BpHq be a positive operator. Then T P AMpHq if and
only if σesspT q is singleton and pmepT q, }T }s contains only finitely many eigenvalues
of T .
Proof. Let σesspT q “ tβu and λ1, λ2, . . . λm be the eigenvalues of T contained in
pmepT q, }T }s. By Lemma (3.10), RpT q is closed.
Case (1): Let β “ 0. By Lemma (3.5), σesspT :q “ t0u and rmpT :q,mepT :qs “
t0u. So, by [23, Theorem 2.4], T : P AN pHq. Hence by Theorem (3.9), T P AMpHq.
Case (2): Let β ą 0. This implies that σesspT :q “ t1{βu and rmpT :q, 1{βq
contains only finitely many eigenvalues of T :, namely either 0, 1{λ1, 1{λ2, . . . 1{λm
or 1{λ1, 1{λ2, . . . 1{λm. By [23, Theorem 2.4], T : P AN pHq. Hence by Theorem
(3.9), T P AMpHq.
Conversely, let T P AMpHq and T0 “ T
ˇˇ
NpT qK
. By [23, Theorem 2.4], it is
enough to show that T : P AN pHq. Since T P AMpHq, T0 P AMpNpT qKq and by
[17, Theorem 5.1], T´1
0
is AN -operator. Firstly if NpT q is finite dimensional, then
NpT :q is finite dimensional and hence T : is an AN -operator, by Proposition (3.7).
Secondly, if NpT q is infinite dimensional, then T is finite-rank operator. By [15,
Theorem 3.2], T : is finite-rank and hence AN -operator. 
In general, if T P AMpHq, then T ˚ need not be an AM-operator (see [7, 9]
for more details). The same is true for AN -operators. A sufficient condition to
hold this result for AN -operators is given in [23], which depends on the essential
spectrum. A similar condition works for AM-operators too. The details are given
below.
Theorem 3.12. Let T P BpHq and σesspT ˚T q “ σesspTT ˚q. Then
(1) TT ˚ P AMpHq if and only if T ˚T P AMpHq.
(2) T P AMpHq if and only if T ˚ P AMpHq.
Proof. By Lemma (3.5), σessppT :q˚T :q “ σesspT :pT :q˚q.
(1) By Theorem (3.9), TT ˚ P AMpHq if and only if RpTT ˚q is closed and
pTT ˚q: P AN pHq, i.e. pT :q˚T : P AN pHq. Since σessppT :q˚T :q “ σesspT :pT :q˚q,
by [23, Theorem 2.7], we get T :pT :q˚ P AN pHq. Again by applying Theo-
rem (3.9), we get T ˚T P AMpHq.
(2) This follows by Case (1) and by [9, Corollary 4.9], that T P AMpHq if and
only if T ˚T P AMpHq. 
It is well known that for T P BpHq, σpT ˚T qzt0u “ σpTT ˚qzt0u. We can ask
whether the same is true if the spectrum is replaced by the essential spectrum. We
answer this question affirmatively.
Lemma 3.13. Let T P BpHq. Then σesspT ˚T qzt0u “ σesspTT ˚qzt0u.
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Proof. To prove the result it is enough to show that σesspT ˚T qzt0u Ď σesspTT ˚qzt0u.
Let α P σesspT ˚T qzt0u. By Theorem (2.1), either α is an eigenvalue of T ˚T with
infinite multiplicity or α P σcpT ˚T q or α is a limit point of σppT ˚T q.
Case (1): Let α be an eigenvalue of T ˚T with infinite multiplicity. This implies
there exist txδ P H : δ P Λu such that T ˚Txδ “ αxδ, where Λ is an indexing set.
So we get TT ˚pTxδq “ αpTxδq. We have Txδ ‰ Txδ¯ if δ ‰ δ¯ and δ, δ¯ P Λ. Because
if Txδ “ Txδ¯ then T ˚Txδ “ T ˚Txδ¯, thus xδ “ xδ¯. Hence α is an eigenvalue of
TT ˚ of infinite multiplicity.
Case (2): Let α P σcpT ˚T q. This implies T ˚T´αI is one-one with RpT ˚T ´ αIq “
H but T ˚T ´ αI does not have a bounded inverse. We know that σrpTT ˚q is
empty and σpTT ˚qzt0u “ σpT ˚T qzt0u. Thus we get that either α P σppTT ˚q or
α P σcpTT ˚q. Now we will show that α R σppTT ˚q. Let pTT ˚ ´ αIqx “ 0 for
some 0 ‰ x P H . Applying on both sides T ˚, we get T ˚TT ˚x “ αT ˚x, thus
T ˚x P NpT ˚T ´ αIq. As T ˚T ´ αI is one-one, so T ˚x “ 0 and hence x “ 0. Thus
we get α P σcpTT ˚q.
Case (3): Let α be a limit point of σppT ˚T q. So there exist a sequence pλnq Ď
σppT ˚T qzt0u such that pλnq converges to α. Also pλnq Ď σppTT ˚q, so α is a limit
point of σppTT ˚q. Hence α P σesspTT ˚q.
In all the three cases we get α P σesspTT ˚q. Hence σesspT ˚T qzt0u Ď σesspTT ˚qzt0u. 
Theorem 3.14. Suppose T P BpHq, such that NpT q “ NpT ˚q. Then we have the
following:
(1) σppT ˚T q “ σppTT ˚q.
(2) σcpT ˚T q “ σcpTT ˚q.
(3) σpT ˚T q “ σpTT ˚q.
(4) σesspT ˚T q “ σesspTT ˚q.
(5) σdpT ˚T q “ σdpTT ˚q.
Proof. First note that as NpT ˚T q “ NpT q and NpTT ˚q “ NpT ˚q, by the assump-
tion it follows that NpT ˚T q “ NpTT ˚q.
Proof of (1): Let λ P σppT ˚T q. First, assume that λ “ 0. Then t0u ‰ NpT ˚T q “
NpTT ˚q, we can conclude that 0 P σppTT ˚q. The other implication follows in the
similar lines. Next, assume that λ ‰ 0. Let 0 ‰ x P H be such that T ˚Tx “ λx.
Then pTT ˚qTx “ λTx. Since x P RpT ˚T q Ď NpT qK, Tx ‰ 0. This means that
λ P σppTT ˚q. Similarly, the other way implication can be proved.
Proof of (2): Let λ P σcpT ˚T q. Then λ R σppT ˚T q and RpT ˚T´λIq is not closed.
By (1), λ R σppTT ˚q. By [16, Theorem 4.4], it follows that λ is an accumulation
point of σpT ˚T q. As σpT ˚T qzt0u “ σpTT ˚qzt0u, λ is an accumulation point of
σpTT ˚q. Hence by [16, Theorem 4.4], RpTT ˚ ´ λIq is not closed, concluding λ P
σcpTT ˚q. The other implication can be proved with similar arguments.
Proof of (3): Since for a self-adjoint operator the residual spectrum is empty and
the spectrum is disjoint union of the point spectrum, continuous spectrum and the
residual spectrum, by (1) and (2), the conclusion follows.
Proof of (4): In view of Lemma (3.13), it is enough to show that 0 P σesspT ˚T q
if and only if 0 P σesspTT ˚q. But this follows by the definition of the essential
spectrum and (1) and (2) proved above.
Proof of (5): For a self-adjoint operator A P BpHq, σpAq “ σesspAq Y σdpAq, the
conclusion follows by (3) and (4) above. 
Corollary 3.15. Let T P BpHq be such that NpT q “ NpT ˚q. Then
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(1) mpT q “ mpT ˚q.
(2) mepT q “ mepT ˚q.
Proof. Since σpT ˚T q “ σpTT ˚q by (3) of Theorem (3.14), by the spectral mapping
theorem, σp|T |q “ σp|T ˚|q. Now,
mpT q “ inf tλ : λ P σp|T |qu
“ inf tλ : λ P σp|T ˚|qu
“ mpT ˚q.
Next, by [5] and by (4) of Theorem (3.14), we have
mepT q “ inf tλ : λ P σessp|T |qu
“ inf tλ : λ P σessp|T ˚|qu
“ mepT ˚q.

Corollary 3.16. Let T P BpHq be such that NpT q “ NpT ˚q. Then T P MpHq if
and only if T ˚ PMpHq.
Proof. First, note that mpT q “ mpT ˚q by (1) of Corollary (3.15). It is enough to
show that T PMpHq implies T ˚ PMpHq. Assume that T PMpHq. Thus mpT q2 P
σppT ˚T q. But by Theorem (3.14), mpT ˚q2 P σppTT ˚q, concluding TT ˚ P MpHq
and hence T ˚ PMpHq. 
4. Normal AM-operators
In this section we describe a spectral decomposition of normal AM-operators.
Definition 4.1. Let T P BpHq.Then
(1) T is hyponormal if TT ˚ ď T ˚T . Equivalently, T is hyponormal if }T ˚x} ď
}Tx} for all x P H .
(2) T is paranormal if }Tx}2 ď }T 2x} for all x P SH . Equivalently, T is
paranormal if }Tx}2 ď }T 2x}}x} for all x P H .
It is easy to see that every hyponormal operator is paranormal [14]. More details
about hyponormal and paranormal operators can be found in [2, 4, 13, 14, 12].
Remark 4.2. Let T P BpHq.
(1) If T is paranormal, then NpT q “ NpT 2q.
(2) If T is hyponormal, then NpT q Ă NpT ˚q. This inclusion is strict, for
example, the right shift operator R on l2pNq is hyponormal such that
NpRq Ĺ NpR˚q. Also note that R˚ is not paranormal.
Theorem 4.3. Let T P BpHq, with NpT q “ NpT ˚q. Then
(1) T is paranormal if and only if T : is paranormal.
(2) T P AMpHq if and only if RpT q is closed and T : P AN pHq.
Proof. Let T0 “ T |NpT qK : NpT qK Ñ NpT qK.
Proof of (1): Let T be paranormal. By [23, Lemma 3.8], T0 is paranormal. Since
NpT q “ NpT ˚q, we have T´1
0
is paranormal, by [13, Theorem 1]. As
T :x “
#
0 if x P NpT q,
T´1
0
x if x P NpT qK.
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Hence T : is paranormal. Reverse implication is clear, as pT :q: “ T .
Proof of (2): By Theorem (3.14) σesspTT ˚q “ σesspT ˚T q. Thus using Theorem
(3.12) T ˚T P AMpHq if and only if TT ˚ P AMpHq. Now using all these arguments
and Theorem (3.9) we conclude the following.
T P AMpHq ðñ T ˚T P AMpHq
ðñ TT ˚ P AMpHq
ðñ RpTT ˚q is closed and pTT ˚q: P AN pHq
ðñ RpT q is closed and pT :q˚T : P AN pHq
ðñ RpT q is closed and T : P AN pHq.

The following result is not used in the article, but it is of independent interest.
Theorem 4.4. Let T P BpHq be such that RpT q “ RpT 2q. Also assume that RpT q
is closed. Then T is paranormal implies T : is paranormal.
Proof. Assume that T is paranormal. Then
}Tx}2 ď }T 2x}}x}, @x P H.
Since T :u “ 0 for all u P RpT qK. It suffices to show that
}T :y}2 ď }T :2y}}y}, @ y P RpT q.
Let y P RpT q “ RpT 2q. Then y “ T 2v for some v P NpT 2qK “ NpT qK (see (1) of
Remark (4.2)). Now T :y “ T :T 2v “ PNpT qKTv “ Tv, as RpT q Ď NpT qK. Also
pT :q2y “ T :Tv “ PRpT :qv “ v. Thus we have
}T :y}2 “ }Tv}2 ď }v}}y} “ }T :2y}}y}.
Thus T : is paranormal. 
Now we will show that the classes of paranormal AM-operators and hyponormal
AM-operators are the same, under some assumption.
Theorem 4.5. Let T P BpHq with NpT q “ NpT ˚q. If T P AMpHq is paranormal
then T is hyponormal.
Proof. Since T P AMpHq, T ˚T P AMpHq. Hence by Theorem (2.7), T ˚T “ βI ´
K ` F , where K P KpHq` with }K} ď β and F P FpHq` satisfies KF “ 0 “ FK.
Case (1): Let β “ 0. As a consequence of Remark (3.1), we conclude that T ˚T
is a finite-rank operator and so is T . Also we know that a paranormal compact
operator is normal [21], hence T is normal.
Case (2): Let β ą 0. By Theorem (3.14), we have σesspT ˚T q “ tβu “ σesspTT ˚q.
Now using Theorem (3.12), we get T ˚ P AMpHq. So H has a basis, say tyα : α P
Λu, consisting of eigenvectors of TT ˚. Let TT ˚yα “ λαyα where λα P r0,8q.
If λα0 ‰ 0 for some α0, then
}T ˚yα0}4 “ |xT ˚yα0 , T ˚yα0y|2
“ |xTT ˚yα0 , yα0y|2
ď }TT ˚yα0}2}yα0}2.
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As T is paranormal, by the above inequality, we have
}T ˚yα0}4 ď }TT ˚yα0}2}yα0}2 ď }T 2T ˚yα0}}T ˚yα0}}yα0}2
“ λα0}Tyα0}}T ˚yα0}}yα0}2
“ }Tyα0}}T ˚yα0}xTT ˚yα0 , yα0y
“ }Tyα0}}T ˚yα0}}T ˚yα0}2.
This implies }T ˚yα0} ď }Tyα0}.
If for some α, λα “ 0, then }T ˚yα}2 “ 0 “ }Tyα}2, since NpT q “ NpT ˚q. This
implies for each y P H , }T ˚y}2 ď }Ty}2. Hence T is hyponormal.

By a similar argument as in Theorem (4.5), we can prove the following;
Theorem 4.6. Let T P AN pHq be paranormal operator with NpT q “ NpT ˚q.
Then T is hyponormal.
Now we will give a characterization of normal AM-operators, which is similar
to the result for paranormal AN -operators, given in [23].
Theorem 4.7. Let T P BpHq be normal. Suppose T P AMpHq with Λ “ σp|T |q,
where |T | “ ?T ˚T . Then there exist pHβ , UβqβPΛ, where Hβ is a reducing subspace
for T , Uβ P BpHβq is a unitary such that,
(1) H “ ‘
βPΛ
Hβ,
(2) T “ ‘
βPΛ
βUβ.
Proof. As T P AMpHq is normal, T : is normal AN -operator, by Theorem (2.9).
Using [23, Theorem 3.9], there exist pGα, VαqαPΓ, where Gα is a reducing subspace
for T :, Vα P BpGαq is an unitary such that,
(i) H “ ‘
αPΓ
Gα,
(ii) T : “ ‘
αPΓ
αVα,
where Γ “ σp|T :|q. Now we claim that Gα is a reducing subspace for T as well. If
α “ 0 then Gα “ NpT ˚q “ NpT q. Clearly Gα is a reducing subspace for T . On
the other hand if α ‰ 0, then Gα Ď NpT qK.
Let x P Gα. Assume that Tx “ a`b, where a P GαXNpT qK and b P GKαXNpT qK.
Now
T :b “ T :Tx´ Ta “ PRpT :qx´ Ta
“ PNpT qKx´ Ta
“ x´ Ta P GKα .
Since Gα is a reducing subspace for T
:, we get T :b P GKα , thus T :b P Gα XGKα . So
T :b “ 0, but b P NpT qK, so b “ 0 and hence Tx “ a P Gα. We get Gα is invariant
under T .
To show that GKα is invariant under T , let y P GKα . If Ty “ u` v, where u P Gα
and v P GKα , then T :Ty “ PNpT qKy P NpT qK X GKα . Now by similar argument
as above, we get T :u P Gα X GKα , so T :u “ 0. This implies u P NpT q, but
u P Gα Ď NpT qK, so u “ 0 and hence Ty “ v P GKα . By (i) and (ii), we get
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(1) T “ ‘
αPΓ
α:V ˚α .
where α: is defined as in Remark (3.6). By using [17, Proposition 3.15], we get
α: P σp|T :|:q “ σp|T ˚|q. But by Theorem (3.14), we have that σp|T |q “ σp|T ˚|q, as
NpT q “ NpT ˚q. Thus we get the result, by taking β “ α:, Hβ “ Gα and Uβ “ V ˚β .
As Vβ is an unitary, it is clear that Uβ is a unitary. 
Below we illustrate Theorem (4.7) with an example.
Example 4.8. Let pX,Σ, µq be a σ-finite measure space. For f P L8pXq define
the multiplication operator Mf : L2pXq Ñ L2pXq by
Mf pgq “ fg, for all g P L2pXq.
Then
(1) mpMf q “ ess infpfq, where ess infpfq “ suptα P R : µptx P X : |fpxq| ă
αuq “ 0u.
(2) Mf is minimum attaining if and only if there exist A P Σ with µpAq ą 0
such that |fptq| “ ess infpfq for all t P A.
(3) Mf P AMpL2pXqq if and only if there exist a sequence pAiq Ď Σ with
µpAiq ą 0 such that |fptq| “ ess infpfiq for all t P Ai andX “ X0Y
´
8Y
i“0
Ai
¯
,
where X0 P Σ with µpX0q “ 0 and fi “ f with domain Xz
`Yi´1j“1Aj˘.
Proof. (1) Let g P L2pXq. Then
}Mfpgq}22 “
ż
X
|fptq|2|gptq|2dµptq
ěpess infpfqq2}g}22.
Thus we get mpMf q ě ess infpfq. Now for every n P N, define
En “ tt P X : |fptq| ď ess infpfq ` 1{nu.
By the definition of ess infpfq, it is clear that µpEnq ą 0. As pX,Σ, µq
is a σ-finite measure space, choose a measurable set Fn Ď En such that
0 ă µpFnq ă 8, for every n P N. Let gn “ χFn?
µpFnq
, then
}Mfpgnq}22 “
ż
X
|fptq|2 χFn
µpFnqdµ
“ 1
µpFnq
ż
Fn
|fptq|2dµptq
ďpess infpfq ` 1{nq2, @n P N.
Thus we get mpMf q ď ess infpfq. Hence }Mf } “ ess infpfq.
(2) To prove this, we use a similar technique that is used in [1, Lemma 2.6].
First we assume that Mf is a minimum attaining operator. Then there
exists a g0 P SL2pXq, such that }Mfpg0q}2 “ mpMf q “ ess infpfq. Now we
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have ż
X
pess infpfqq2|g0ptq|2dµptq “pess infpfqq2
“}Mfpg0q}22
“
ż
X
|fptq|2|g0ptq|2dµptq.
This implies ess infpfq|g0ptq| “ |fptq||g0ptq| a.e. Let C “ tt P X : g0ptq ‰
0u. Then C is a measurable set with µpCq ą 0. There exist a subset Z of
C such that µpZq “ 0. Thus |fptq| “ ess infpfq for all t P A :“ CzZ.
Conversely, let A P Σ satisfying the given property. Choose a measurable
subset B of A such that 0 ă µpBq ă 8. Define g0 “ χB?
µpBq
. It is easy to
see that g0 P SL2pXq. Now
}Mf pg0q}22 “
ż
X
|fg0|2dµ
“
ż
B
|fg0|2dµ
“pess infpfqq
2
µpBq
ż
B
dµ
“pess infpfqq2.
Hence Mf is a minimum attaining operator.
(3) First assume that Mf P AMpL2pXqq. As Mf is minimum attaining, we
get A0 P Σ such that µpA0q ą 0 and |fptq| “ ess infpfq, for all t P A0.
Let X1 “ XzA0. If µpX1q “ 0 then M|f | “ Mess infpfq. Otherwise, it is
easy to see that L2pX1q “ tpg|X1 : pg P L2pXq, pg “ 0 a.e. on A0u. Define
Σ1 “ tX1XA : A P Σu and µ1 “ µ|Σ1 . Let f1 “ f |X1 P L8pX1q and define
Mf1 : L2pX1q Ñ L2pX1q as Mf1g “ f1g, for g P L2pX1q.
Let G “ tg P L2pXq : g “ 0 a.e. on A0u. We claim that G is a closed
subspace of L2pXq. To prove our claim, let ppgnq Ď G and pgn converges
to some h P L2pXq. As ppgnq is a Cauchy sequence in G, pgnq is a Cauchy
sequence in L2pX1q, where gn “ gˆn|X1 for every n P N. Using the complete-
ness of L2pX1q, we can conclude that pgnq converges to some g P L2pX1q.
Hence h “ pg P G, where gˆptq “ gptq for t P X1 and gˆptq “ 0 otherwise.
Now
mpMf |Gq “ inft}|Mf |Gppgq} : pg P SGu
“ inft}Mf1g} : g P L2pX1qu
“mpMf1q.
AsMf P AMpL2pXqq, there exist gˆ0 P SG such that }Mf |Ggˆ0} “ mpMf |Gq.
Thus we get }Mf1 gˆ0|X1} “ mpMf1q. Hence Mf1 is minimum attaining.
Again by (2), we get A1 P Σ with µpA1q ą 0 and |fptq| “ ess infpf1q for all
t P A1, also A0 XA1 “ H.
Continuing this way, we get a sequence of sets pAiq Ď Σ with mpAiq ą 0,
Ai X Aj “ H if i ‰ j and |fptq| “ ess infpfiq for all t P Ai, where fi “ f
with domain Xz `Yi´1j“0Aj˘.
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Case(1): There exist n0 P N such that µ
`
Xz `Yn0j“0Aj˘˘ “ 0 then X0 “
Xz `Yn0j“0Aj˘ and M|f | “ n0‘
i“0
Mess infpfiq.
Case(2): We have the infinite sequence pAiq Ď Σ. Since pess infpfiqq is
a monotonically increasing sequence and bounded above by }f}8, so it is
convergent. Let pess infpfnqq converges to α. Now set X0 “ Xz pY8i“0Aiq .
If µpX0q “ 0 then we are done. Otherwise we repeat the above steps for X0
and again get a sequence of sets pBjq with µpBjq ą 0 and |fptq| “ ess infpgjq
for all t P Bj , where gj “ f with domain X0z
ˆ
j´1Y Bk
k“0
˙
. As in case (1),
there exists a stage m0 such that µpX0zpm0Y
k“0
Bkqq “ 0. Otherwise σesspM|f |q
will have more than one element, which is a contradiction to the hypothesis
that Mf P AMpL2pXqq. By taking
X0 “ Xz
"´
8Y
i“0
Ai
¯
Y
ˆ
m0Y
j“0
Bj
˙*
,
we get the result.
Conversely, let pAiq Ď Σ be a sequence satisfying the given condition.
First we will show that Mf is minimum attaining. We have µpA0q ą 0
and |fptq| “ ess infpfq for all t P A0. Choose a subset B0 of A0 such that
0 ă µpB0q ă 8. Consider g “ χB0?
µpB0q
, we get }Mfg}2 “ ess infpfq.
Now to show that Mf P AMpL2pXqq, consider a non-trivial closed sub-
space E Ď L2pXq. Let F “ tB P Σ : g “ 0 a.e. on B,@ g P Eu and define a
relation „ on F as, A„B if A Ď B, for A,B P F . Now pF ,„q is a partially
ordered set. Using Zorn’s Lemma F has a maximal element, say B0. Then
µpXzB0q ą 0, otherwise E will be the trivial space. Let i0 be the smallest
natural number for which µppXzB0qXAi0 q ą 0. So there exist gi0 P E such
that gi0 ‰ 0 a.e. on pXzB0q X Ai0 . Existence of such a gi0 is guaranteed,
as if for every g P E, g “ 0 a.e. on C0 :“ pXzB0q XAi0 , then B0 Y C0 P F
which contradict the maximality of B0 in F . Now choose a measurable
subset D0 of C0 such that 0 ă µpD0q ă 8 and consider
hptq “ χD0ptqa
µpD0q
.
gi0ptq
|gi0ptq|
.
Then
}Mfh}22 “
ż
D0
|fptq|2dµ “ ess infpfi0q “ mpMf |Eq
Thus Mf |E is minimum attaining. Hence Mf P AMpL2pXqq. 
Using similar arguments as above, we can prove the following;
Theorem 4.9. Let Mf be defined as in Example 4.8. Then we have the following;
(1) Mf P N pL2pXqq if and only if there exists a set A P Σ with µpAq ą 0 such
that |fptq| “ ess suppfq, for all t P A, where ess suppfq “ inftα P R :
µptx P X : |fpxq| ą αuq “ 0u.
(2) Mf P AN pL2pXqq if and only if there exist a sequence pAiq Ď Σ with
µpAiq ą 0 such that |fptq| “ ess suppfiq for all t P Ai and X “ X0Y
´
Y
i
Ai
¯
,
where X0 P Σ with µpX0q “ 0 and fi “ f with domain Xz
`Yi´1j“1Aj˘.
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We close this section with the following question.
Question 4.10. When a paranormal AM-operator is normal?
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